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AGENDA
September 5, 2020

Black Parallel School Board

4625 44*'' Street, Rm 5, Sacramento, CA 95820
Time

Description

Action

Facilitator

10:00-10:02 AM

Open Meeting

10:02-10:05

Presentation on Board Process and Swearing in

10:05-10:10

Introductions

10:10-10:15

Minutes

I/D/C

DeWitt

10:15- 10:45

SCUSD Updates
● Board - Pinkston

l/D/C

White/Pinkston/Breazell

I/D

DeWitt/Tinkerl/Pinkston

®
10:45-11:20

White
I/C

White
All

African American Task Force - White

LCAP Parent Advisory Committee - Breazell
Updates on BPSB Work
● Million Father March
Parent Organizing - DeWitt/Bryson
Community Priority Coalition - Pinkston
Restorative Practice - Pinkston
●

Policy - Pinkston/Tinker

●

Disability Right Forum - Pinkston

●

Candidate Forum - Kennedy

11:20-11:59

Community Input

12:00 noon

Adjournment

I

All
All

Action: D= Discussion, 1= Information, C= Consensus
All BPSB meetings are recorded

Thank You for Your Participation
www.Blackparallel5choolboard.com and Facebook

Minutes of Black Parallel School Board Meeting - 08/01/20
Date and time:

08/01/20 10:00 am to: 08/01/20 12:00 pm

Present:

Bakari Chavanu, Darryl White, Carl Pinkston, Marian Bryson, Lailah Muwwakkil,
LaShanya Breazell, Faye Wilson Kennedy, Ursula DeWitt

Location:

BPSB Office

Projects/Tags:

black parallel school board

Access meeting
at:

http://app.meetingking.com/meetings/311481

Discussion
1. Welcome
Visit and subscribe to the BPSB Website: http://blackparallelschoolboard.com
Follow and like (g)SacBPSB on Facebook.

2. Introductions
Note: if your name is spelled incorrectly, send a note the minute taker to correct it.
Maria Flerndon, Mona Tawatao, Nikki Milevsky, Jim Peterson, Renata Peterson, Andrea Egan, Leana
Sanchez, Andriana Shintaku, Donnielle Prince

3. Minutes
MOTION: Carl motioned to approve the minutes. Motion approved.

4. SCUSD Updates Board - Pinkston
Report on the July 16th SCUSD Board meeting.
https://www.scusd.edu/sites/main/files/file-attachments/packet_7-16-20_l_revised.pdf
Approved resolution to Reimagine Safety and create a task force to develop it.
Reimagine School Safety and Work to Dismantle Structural Racism (President Jessie Ryan)
Discussed the budget and emergency federal relief funds for elementary and secondary schools. Also
the governor's emergency relief budget. Many districts will be doing budget deferrals because of
out of sync state revenue. When you borrow money, you have to pay interests. There will not be
any increase to local control funding. There will be a shift of school police funds to more counselors
and other support services.

**

NOW,TFIEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Sacramento City Unified Board of Education demands
the following actions to address the root causes of systemic racism, no later than December 2020:
1. Convene an ad-hoc community-majority Task Force to develop a common definition for "school
safety" and reimagine school safety and anti-racist school discipline, no later than September, 2020,
to address the following and provide recommendations to the Board by December, 2020:
2. The Task Force shall be composed of key stakeholders including (but not limited to) a
representative from the LCAP PAC, CAC, AATF, DELAC,SAC, UPE,SCTA,SEIU, TCS, Teamsters, District
Staff, and up to three members from the community at large:
3. Evaluate the effectiveness of current school discipline practices and make recommendations to
require anti-racist response to student behaviors; and
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4. Recommend strategies for enhancing school safety and student well-being through repurposing
$600,000 safety budget toward additional social/emotional supports, restorative practices, and
other interventions to the health and safety of our students and campus community.
4-1. African American Task Force - White
Developed sub-committees for governmental structures. We'll present this breakdown next week.
We're making some revisions and prioritizing recommendations,for example our expectations for
after-school programs and teacher relationships.
4-2. LCAP Parent Advisory Committee - Breazell
2020/21 LCAP Approval Timeline and Plan
My focus will be on services for African American scholars, and make specific recommendations for
resources we need for distance learning. The district is really looking at the LCAP and the African
American Task Force for recommendations. An emergency plan that needs to be put in place.
The LCAP is supposed to encompass changes as a result of the COVID-19. Each school site will have
to rewrite their SPSA (Single Plan for Student Achievement), and they will still be able to get those
dollars.
Maria: there should be some guidelines for teacher expectations and accountability.
4-3. Discussion of the District Learning Plan
Synchronous learning: direct instruction online: 66 minutes (1 hour, 6 minutes)
Asynchronous learning: indirect instruction. Post assignments online. 105 minutes (1 hour,,45
minutes) https://www.scusd.edu/e-connections-post/return-learn-u pdate-lets-talk-about-screentime-and-instructional-minutes
Zoom provides some features for keeping track of who's participating. But there will be problems for
multiple family members using Zoom at the same time. Poor Internet access and low bandwidth can
be very problematic for people.
Leana (Chat Notes): Here's the video about basic Zoom features while teaching classroom
expectations that I shared with my students for Special Education, extended school year(summer
school). I am going to update the language on it "mute yourself" to "mute your mic", etc. I can
record a new one if anyone is interested!
https://drive.google.com/file/d/lc7XoCPiOFckEOBpRthZy4zcTlivnOpR l/view?usp=sharing
Maria (Chat Notes): Ergol! What happened to textbooks? What did the district do with them? Why
can't parents who prefer them, get them?
Jim: we're going to put out a Google survey about parent and student parents. We plan to distribute
textbooks, novels, etc..
The district sent out a survey:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/lFAIpQLSekClrlmr7DEp0jlaEJQxF3KFAVLkmd6LYiZju7PQsJ7fRAA/viewform
There are recommendations that teachers go to their physical classrooms to do their online
presentations, instead of doing them from home. Supply kids with white boards, including Wi-Fi,
materials, etc.
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5. Community Members Townhall - August 8
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/parent-voices-emergency-learning-during-the-pandemic-2020-fallschool-tickets-114754449648
Parent Voices: Emergency Learning during the Pandemic 2020 Fal l School
This will be an open session to talk about resources they need and how they can best support their
children during emergency education and distance learning.

6. Updates on BPSB Work
6-1. Parent Organizing - DeWitt/Bryson
The BPSB newsletter will be sent out this weekend, and include a back-to-school prep and
emergency education checklist. Also proposing a home learning environment.
Also developing a YouTube learning pod for parents and students. Developing an assessment tool
for lEP students. Check to make sure that district is adding extensions in the Chromebooks for
technically needed. Pushing parents to make sure their contact information is updated with the
district.
DSC CA: Regional Parent Power Analysis Process. This convening is for parents, and how we seek to
using a power analysis for closing the student opportunity gap. We're doing a Chromebooks support
training for participating parents. We also used the Zoom translation tool.
We had BPSB regional meeting with members in Merced.
6-2. Community Priority Coalition - Pinkston
August 12,1pm. Will be discussing the budget and take a look at the resources that will be made
available from the district. Monitor how funding will be utilized from remote learning, and how
funding will be used after the pandemic.
6-3. Policy(FSD/BMoC)- Pinkston/Tinker
Ethnic Studies has been moving along. The 1460 Ethnic Studies bill will be discussed and heard on
the floor on Monday. The bill addresses ethnic studies at the college level.
There's talk of replacing ethnic studies with social justice curriculum. This could impact K-12 Ethnic
Studies. The differences are very important. We need to keep the focus on ethnic studies as
traditionally planned. Ethnic Studies includes social justice. There has been a constant attempt to
undermine Ethnic Studies.
Historically, ethnic studies has included four ethnic groups, but other groups want to be include. But
that means that ethnic studies get watered down trying to cover too many groups. Ethnic studies
includes social justice.
Fix School Discipline is talking a lot about what we need to replace police in schools, which means
putting emphasis on counselors, social workers, and other support services. Also trying to stop folks
from making a mad dash to get policy in place. Most people are not familiar with the legislative
process, and often time the process can do more harm than good. We need good assessments and
proposals in place before we go back to the legislature.
6-4. Education Townhall - DeWitt/Kennedy
Join the Black Parallel School Board (BPSB)Townhall on Saturday, August 8 from 10-12noon for the
Parent Voices: Emergency Learning during the Pandemic 2020 Fall School Year. To register please
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visit:https://www.eventbrite.com/e/parent-voices-emergency-learning-during-the-pandemic-2020fall-school-tickets-114754449648. Thankyou!!

7. Community Input
Jim: thanks to Darryl for staff support throughout the summer. Ursula, thank you for facilitating the
community forum. I'm proud to be part of BPSB. You guys do a great job. Thanks to Marian and
Maria Herndon for their presentations and all those who intended, including Faye. Would also like to
invite Ms. Sanchez
Leana: always a pleasure to share resources with you. We want equity across the district.
Leana Sanchez (she/her): Here is the YouTube tutorial for how to use YouTube translated captions
and zoom simultaneous interpretation. Please turn on captions while watching YouTube video, even
if you are listening along in English. https://youtu.be/4HNj5s7_22k
Leana Sanchez (she/her) : FREE! Microsoft conversation translation, appears as a text conversation
on computer or handheld device: https://translator.microsoft.com/ I'm happy to help people utilize
these tools. Leana-Sanchez@scusd.edu
Maria: remembering ethnic studies at Florin Hig. Lots of education needed for teachers around racial
justice.
Andrea: thank you for letting me join you today. We're trying to create some things at McClatchy so
that kids and families understand how to access things, how they can immediately join their Google
classrooms, trying to kind of break down those barriers. So please keep me in the loop on that. And
if we develop anything of any useful I'll certainly share it with all of you.
Toni: always happy to be here. We should reach to Sac State IT about online teaching and learning.
Ursula: making a point about mental health. We have a lot students who are losing their moms and
dads and they are going through a lot of challenges.
Donielle: Sacramento Mental health board and MHboard Steering committee are beginning to hold
discussions about using MHSA dollars to support more counselors in schools; need more community
input in those spaces.
Nikki: really appreciate to hear all the feedback.
LaShanya: also dealing the mental issues for parents and young people.
Renata: will provide pro-bono services and resources to people. I'm here for you all.
Faye: Save the date: The Black Parallel School Board's Annual Candidates Forum, Saturday, October
3, 2020. More details soon!!
Join the Black Parallel School Board (BPSB) Townhall on Saturday, August 8 from 10-12noon for the
Parent Voices: Emergency Learning during the Pandemic 2020 Fall School Year. To register please
visit:https://www.eventbrite.com/e/parent-voices-emergency-learning-during-the-pandemic-2020fall-school-tickets-114754449648. Thankyou!!
Adriana: i'm a teacher at Sac City High . Thank
Marion: practice safe care.
Carl: we are receiving more calls from people who are being evicted. May need to reactivate our
wrap-a-around services for people. Getting a lot of COVID related calls. We need to lean in one
another.

8. Resources and Announcements
Join the Black Parallel School Board (BPSB) Townhall on Saturday, August 8 from 10-12noon for the
Parent Voices: Emergency Learning during the Pandemic 2020 Fall School Year. To register please
visit:https://www.eventbrite.com/e/parent-voices-emergency-learning-during-the-pandemic-2020
fall-school-tickets-114754449648. Thankyou!!
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Save the date: The Black Parallel School Board's Annual Candidates Forum,Saturday, October 3,
2020. More details soon!!
Join the Black Parallel School Board (BPSB) Townhall on Saturday, August 8 from 10-12noon for the
Parent Voices: Emergency Learning during the Pandemic 2020 Fall School Year. To register please
visit:https://www.eventbrite.com/e/parent-voices-emergency-learning-during-the-pandemic-2020fall-school-tickets-114754449648.Thankyoul!
Join the Red Black and Green Environmental Justice Coalition (RBG EJC) Thursday, August 13 from 68pm for a Community Townhall . For more info visit;https://www.eventbrite.com/e/red-black-greenenvironmental-justice-coalitions-townhall-tickets-11. Thank you!!
Join us online on #MoralMonday to Stop McConnell's Misery, Meanness and Mayhem,this Monday,
August 3, at 3:30pm ET as we honor the dead and flood the phones of Majority Leader McConnell to
push for a full and just relief package.
Leana Sanchez (she/her): Here's the video about basic Zoom features while teaching classroom
expectations that I shared with my students for Special Education, extended school year(summer
school). I am going to update the language on it "mute yourself" to "mute your mic", etc. I can
record a new one if anyone is interested!
https://drive.google.com/file/d/lc7XoCPiOFckEOBpRthZy4zcTlivnOpRl/view?usp=sharing
Leana Sanchez (she/her): Here is the YouTube tutorial for how to use YouTube translated captions
and zoom simultaneous interpretation. Please turn on captions while watching YouTube video, even
if you are listening along in English. https://youtu.be/4HNj5s7_22k
10:51:08
From Leana Sanchez (she/her): FREE! Microsoft conversation translation, appears
as a text conversation on computer or handheld device: https://translator.microsoft.com/ I'm happy
to help people utilize these tools. Leana-Sanchez@scusd.edu

9. Adjournment
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iack Parallel School Boar

August 30, 2020
Jorge Aguilar, Superintendent
5735 47* Street
Sacramento, CA 95824

The following is the Black Parallel School Boards response to the District’s LCA Plan. Most comments
were placed within the headings identified in the report. For the sake of clarity we reprinted some of the
district’s headings in italics.

Listening Sessions (Input from Stakeholders)
Development ofSocial Emotional Learning(SEL)lessonsfocused on universal themes that support
connecting, belonging, and other aspects ofsocial and emotional well-being.
While parents may have indicated that SEL lessons was something they wanted, there is much to be
desired in the program. Most parents do not understand the idea of deficit learning. Prescribing specific
problems in the student population and offering the same fixes is not an appropriate answer to the
problems that students presently experience in the classroom. The SEL Office understands the need to
train teachers in content that differs from SEL i.e., implicit bias, anti-racism, cultural proficiency and
culturally responsive instruction to get the most out of the teachings in the classroom. The district
promotes the idea of UDL throughout the plan. My understanding of UDL calls for the community and
its students to say if teacher instruction does not aid me in learning then the teacher should learn to teach
the way that I learn. There is just as much variability in learning among A students as there is among F
students. So true UDL meets every learner as necessary to improve their skills. UDL is inclusive not
exclusive. To truly embrace its concepts teachers must be willing to learn and change. They have to be
better relative to content to understand how to manipulate and repurpose it to fit the needs of all studentsof course in particular African American students.
The bigger issue is that most teachers, although trained in using the lessons in the SEL program, don’t
necessarily have the appropriate and requisite understanding of anti-racism, cultural competency, implicit
bias, and/or Culturally responsive teaching skills to make SEL workable in the classroom.
Continuity of Learning: Secondary School Scheduling
Secondary schools will continue to schedule students into six courses and utilize a traditional 6period
day. This will maintain continuity with the existing scheduling model, staffing allocations, and alignment
to exam schedules.
● Transition to a modified block schedule is possible and will be considered based upon need. This would
result in periods 1, 3, and 5 and periods 2, 4, and 6 being held on alternating days.
We believe this schedule will be too demanding on teachers with the large number of students in their
classes (32). There were other schedules available that could have reduced the overall number ofteacher
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contacts. Skilled teachers in Synchronous learning have indicated that management and student controls
issues climb with the numbers of students in the class. Since teachers have daily record keeping
responsibilities as part oftheir management challenge the feeling is, they will be overwhelmed sooner
than later.
Additionally, we would like more explanation in how teachers will group students in the synchronous
platform. With limited management(most teachers will be alone with as many as 33 students) available
to teachers how will they ensure that what is supposed to happen in a group actually happens. What will
be the instructional protocols to ensure that the grouping works and students are completing task as
intended? Will there be additional cooperative learning training/support for teachers who need it? If not,
then please explain how teachers will accomplish grouping during a regular direct instruction period.
1. What is the District’s template for class/course expectation? Will parents and students receive it
before remote learning begin? Is this expectation part of the Parent Handbook?
Continuity of Instruction
The six guiding principles are admirable and important to moving students forward academically, socially
and personally. However,the issue for me is the how. Scope and sequence is important as well as
weekly information about what will be taught but what strategies will teachers use to convey this
information to their students so that there is continuity across the district. To focus on the depth of
instruction utilizing UDL principals require teachers to not only to identify the “what” of instruction but it
must be followed by the “how” of learning utilizing methodology, learning structures and requisite
strategies. The “why” of UDL requires teachers to promote interest(motivate), relevance and importance
of the task. These elements seem absent from the plan making it difficult for teachers to focus on depth
of instruction while prioritizing content and learning so that every learner is included. It gives the
impression that teachers already know enough to be successful.
Another issue for us is the district’s promotion of information regarding the teaching of ELA and Math
with no attention paid to the other curricular areas that in these times would be valuable support
mechanisms for ELA and Math. Across the curriculum strategies (math and English)for social science,
PE, science and other electives would be a tremendous addition and student support systems for ELA and
math.
We agree that peer to peer interaction would be terrific but the LCA Plan is void of information on how
this will happen.
In addition, we like the district’s plan to have teachers available to students and parents using an office
hour configuration. However, it becomes confusing when you indicate that the basic mechanism for this
plan is the use of Google Classroom which is an asynchronous system. Office hours would work better
and be more efficient (face-to-face) if it took place on synchronous systems.
The BPSB supports the district’s effort to use UDL widely. As you know UDL is represented in the
Teacher Performance Expectations for all student teachers. Student teachers in their performance
assessments will have the responsibility to demonstrate their understanding and use of UDL strategies.
However, UDL is not an easy concept to understand let alone use competently. Secondary teachers
struggled mightily with differentiation; and I shudder to think how difficult UDL will be for those same
teachers. The plan lacks a comprehensive long-term strategy to work with teachers and ongoing systems
that provide support and assistance to struggling teachers.
1. Page 21, states that “During distance learning, SCUSD will be offering consistent daily, live
instruction for every student with the option of participating in recorded instruction later”. Is this
offer upon request? Is it available for students with disabilities? Will it require some technical
protocol to use the recorded instruction?
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2. Will recorded instruction be counted as engagement/attendance?
3. On page 25, states ..weekly teacher-student-parent/guardian communication and reporting of
student progress consistent with the District’s grading policies to maintain the home-to-school
connection” How will the communication occur - email, text, phone, mail?
4. In the Draft 7-27-2020 Distance learning plan during COVID-19, stated that the lowest possible
grade for any Secondary school assignment is 50%, however, the LCA Plan state that the District
will follow the current grading policies. We want the District to agreed to the first draft plan of
Zero grading.
Access to Devices and Connectivity
BPSB applauds the districts efforts to get Chromebooks in the hands of every student that needs them.
Reducing the number of students and their families that were not part of the spring effort from 2000 to
just under 100 was tremendously significate. It proved that the district has the where-with-all to contact
almost every household. This is tremendous information moving forward relative to home/school
relationships. Contacting parents is no longer a mystery we can do it when we want to.
However, Hot Spots are notoriously unreliable. There were too many instances where families had
difficulty using them at the times that their children needed them. Families with multiple children had
problems using Wi-Fi with limited bandwidth to cover family and student use. So some families had to
share Wi-Fi usage which put tremendous strain on individuals and their families.
1. The proposal of access to Connectivity does not consider bandwidth and long term cost,(page 23)
Pupil Participation and Progress
We like the Monday collaborative schedule that allows teachers to review the previous weeks formative
assessments and modify instruction based on an analysis. In theory this is important and practical in
actual practice how do we make it happen consistently for all teachers in every school? We need a
strategic plan to make this a reality.
Assessment seems to only be covering math and ELA. What about all the other core content and elective
areas?
There is nothing scarier than to have teachers assign time value to assignments. Limiting a teacher’s
failing score to 50% was a major achievement for students and their families. Unfortunately, that
advantage was negated with the idea that teachers could assign time values to student assignments
signaling a return to the potential for punitive grading.
Distance Learning Professional Development
The idea of professional development for the district’s teachers is something the BPSB supports. We like
that the district has initiated UDL training. However more training is going to be necessary. UDL is
differentiation on steroids. Teachers who struggle with differentiation (especially at the secondary level)
now will struggle with UDL. An ongoing training program will need to be developed to service and
support teachers district wide.
Culturally Responsive teaching and Anti-racist PD will take more than just a series of trainings to take
hold. A more long-term plan must be developed where all instructional resources are within the district.
I am not sure what you mean by Zoom trainings and the new attendance and engagement processes for
attendance staff. More clarity here would be helpful.
The BPSB likes the expectation that principals are consistently joining teachers during virtual
collaborative sessions (walk-throughs). If teachers are going to be allowed to stay home someone has to
hold them accountable for completing the job that they are being paid for. Students complained to us that
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relative to the past effort some teachers only contacted them once a week. Their observations will be
important as we continue to chart our way through the Covid-19 arena.
We like the idea that teachers will be trained in MTSS beginning in 201-21. A three year cohort model is
interesting but it would be nice to know how many schools will have been impacted at the end of the three
years. Since MTSS is such an involved comprehensive approach to providing student supports it seems
reasonable that parents be included in the training so that they understand the dynamics of the program
and how it will help their children succeed.
Staff Roles and Responsibilities
In reading the text below,I come away with the idea that there is no coherent attendance policy. You talk
about all the ways that attendance can be taken but it is not clear what or what combination of things
constitutes attendance:

Within the full-distance and any future hybrid models, teachers will be responsible for
monitoring attendance and engagement using multiple measures. While In-person, a
student’s attendance is determined solely by their presence or absence during the assigned
date/class. In distance learning, teachers will monitor student submission of assignments,
presence within the learning management system (Google classroom), attendance at live,
synchronous Instruction, and other forms of contact determined at the site. They will also be
responsible for maintaining a weekly record documenting a student’s synchronous and/or
asynchronous engagement each day.
1. Behavior Intervention Specialist need to be available offsite. Will parents be given the support to
assist their children with disabilities remotely and/or off site.
Supports for Pupils with Unique Needs
Why should we maintain existing staff as it relates to SEL. What is the data that demonstrates its impact
on student learning? Who sets the agenda for teacher collaboration time? How do we know it is
happening productively from site to site? There seems to be a lot of confusion around how this time is
best used.
1. On page 35, Targeted student support and intervention appears to not suggest repurposing of
after-school program as tutor first and enrichment activities second.
2. With Pupil Learning Loss how do they plan to do weekly communications to parents on goals,
content, and assessment of students. Also, what support will they provide students?
Pupil Learning Loss
More specificity needed. The question of how students and families will be involved or what will be their
responsibility in assessments is unclear. There seems to be a clear expectation of parental involvement,
but the extent is unclear.
Reading and Writing across the curriculum would be major supports for student struggling in math or
ELA. We should not let the other subject teachers off the hook and unaccountable for student learning
when they can contribute to the overall success of the district’s distance learning plan.
We support the following statement:
“The first Instinct of many districts will be to immediately test students upon their return to
school in order to gauge their academic level and needs. This would be a mistake for many
reasons. To begin with, districts should focus on creating learning environments that feel
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both physically and psychologically safe for students (and adults). Educators need to work
to re-engage students In school, emphasizing the Importance of the school community and
the joy of learning. Administering tests too soon undermines both of these objectives...It is
therefore entirely appropriate to employ assessments as a broad temperature check a few
weeks into the school year—which is when they are typically administered In a normal
school year.”
Pupil Learning Loss Strategies
The district is proposing to use MTSS to address learning loss. However, many teachers will be trained
in using these strategies so what is the overall strategy for training staff, observing their work, and
remediating those who are struggling.
You also indicate your intention to continue the summer program to address learning loss but you make
no mention of how successful it was last summer and the changes you plan to make to make it more
successful in the Summer of 2021. We are having difficulties understanding the chart on page 41 as well.
1. No listing offunding of additional support for targeted students (instructional aide, tutors, teacher
and after class support).
Mental Health and Social and Emotional Well-Being
Again, how do we know SEL works for all students in the programs? Where is the data? As the program
is discussed it seems right out of the deficit model. Let’s find out what is wrong with students so that we
can fix them as opposed to identifying student assets and working to expand on them. In talks with SEL
officials they too admit that training teachers in culturally responsive teaching and anti-racist instruction
is necessary to make the district’s SEL program usable. Without this support teachers will do what they
have always done and that is to conclude something is truly wrong with African American kids and only
work to fix them and to this point in education is has never worked.
The three signature practices are great but how will we know that all teachers are doing them?
So, the district plans to use SEL as a lever for racial justice and anti-racism. I do not believe that SEL in
its current configuration can achieve this goal. All though we are excited about some of the changes to
the program that offer some discussion of implicit bias. We are not current relative to anti-racist thinking.
In either case it would have to be a multi-year program to accomplish much of what is discussed here.
Are surveys the best way to gauge student emotional well-being? We would like to see listening sessions
in environments not dominated by adults- maybe led by other students or professionals with individual
students and/or in groups.
Professional learning programs as discussed on page 44 should include anti-racist thinking as well as
understanding implicit and explicit bias.
The BPSB’s experience with the Connect Center was not remarkably successful. We found out once
parents signed up it may be many months before services roll out. A better solution is desirable to
connect parents to services that are immediate. Will the ACCESS effort be timelier with badly needed
services?
Virtual Calming Rooms are great. What schools will have them, what will they look like, what will be
their availability and who will staff them.
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The ELLS intervention system seems promising. What will be the strategy once student are identified for
support. Will all schools use the MTSS so that students can be plugged into the appropriate tier and what
is the plan for all of this to occur?
1. On page 47, who is the attendance staff? Teacher, principal, front office.... Also, who is
ultimately responsible for student attendance - principal?
2. On page 48, if a student is unable to attend daily virtual or in-person schools they should be
Additional Actions
The Mental Health and Social and Emotional Well-Being of students will require more than just an SEL
Program or PBIS. What happens to students who need agency referrals outside of the school community
for targeted support? What is the plan for these supports to be available?
Increased or Improved Services
Will the district be coordinating teacher collaboration districtwide?
We are not sure that PBIS and SEL alone can be critical elements in communicating and teaching best
practices in establishing clear classroom and school wide supports in building positive culture and
climate. The district has utilized SEL for a number of years. For our organization, data proving its worth
in building a positive culture and climate would make interesting reading.
If the Connect Center is to provide a valuable service to its district’s parents and their children then its
services should be expanded to improve services to its constituency. Within the framework of distance
learning we would believe that services would be more important.
Will the PTHV Center be available to schools that are not Title I. Pacific Elementary with it’s large
student population comes to mind. Would it be included?
1. provided other means of corrections before implementing short term Independent studies.
2. The report fails to include recommendations from the African American Task Force report
(police free. Zero grading, culturally responsive learning (afro-centric).
Other Issues (Discipline)
Discipline and student management relative to distance learning is glaringly absent. I would expect
several changes relative to the following:
1. How will students be exempted from participation in synchronous platforms?
2. What specific record keeping will be used to report suspensions or time frames where students
have been removed from online teaching?
3. How will decisions be made by instructional staff to remove students from synchronous systems?
Who decides the time frame of the removal?
4. Besides “time ouf’ or virtual calming rooms what other supportive programs will the district offer
to keep students engaged and motivated to participate appropriate in synchronous platforms?
5. How will missed work be handled for students removed from instruction?
6. What systems and forms will be used to manage student participation and suspensions?
Other Issues (Special Education)
7. How soon will all existing lEP’s be updated to fit the synchronous and asynchronous platforms?
Will teachers be trained on understanding the new information?
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8. Will the district use other formats of support for special education students besides asynchronous
and synchronous platforms?
Please provide clarity as to how the above items will be handled in the distance learning platform.
If you have additional questions or concerns you can reach me at darrvwh 1 @aol.com or call me at(916)
453-1014.
Sincerely,
Darryl White, Chair
Black Parallel School Board
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I'm Taking the Million
Fathers March Online Pledge

©

Qi will set up a structured work environment for my children.
&\ will reivew my children's schoolwork on a daily basis.

0I will help my children set academic and lifetime goals.
([k I will help set up a routines for my children so that they
^can be successful.
@1progress
will keepofinmy
contact
with teachers about the academic
children.

I will teach my
children the values
of education,
family, and
community.

AI will work with my children’s mother or guardian to achieve
^ the best academic and social outcomes for my children.
©I will attend community organizations that support
changes in education that benefit afi children.

lllllll
W ParalielSchool Boar

MILLION
FATHERS MARCH
DISTANCE LEARNING PLEDGE

For More Information
www.biackparaUelschoolboard.com/million-fathers-march
Register and Commit to the Pledges #MFM2020

Challenges of Distance Learning for Students with
Disabilities and Updates on the Disability and Race
Discrimination Lawsuit Against Sacramento City
Unified School District

3m

i
Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 6:00 PM
Join us for virtual community meeting. We will discuss:
●
●
●

BPSB’s advocacy efforts
Your experience with Distance Learning
Updates on our lawsuit against SCUSD, including:
o Steps SCUSD has agreed to take to improve Distance Learning and
services to students with disabilities, especially Black students with
disabilities,
o How to share your experience in SCUSD with the team of experts who
will assess the problems raised in the lawsuit and develop recommended
solutions.

How to Join:
[Registration information]

To learn more about BPSB’s race and disability discrimination lawsuit against SCUSD
and to share your story, please visit: httos://www.disabilitvriahtsca.org/cases/biackoarailei-school-board-v-sacramento-citv-unified-school-district
For Information about the rights of students with disabilities and to speak to an attorney,
please contact Disability Rights California at 1-800-776-5746.

For more information: www.blackparallelschoolboard.com

CANDIDATES

FORUM
Black Parallel School Board (BPSB)
&

The Sacramento Area Black Caucus(SABC)
present
Zoom Candidates Forum
(Free and open to all)
Featuring only Candidates seeking office for: Sacramento City
Unified School District Board(SCUSD)

Saturday, October 3, 2020
11:30am -1:30pm
Please RSVP by September 20 to:
info@blackparallelschoolboard.com

s
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r »

For more info:(916)484-3729
Website: http://www.blackparallelschoolboard.com

